
AMALGAMATION



In mid-2023, the Board of 
Cootamundra Country Club 
approached the Wyong 
Leagues Group to investigate 
the possibilities of being 
amalgamated and joining the 
Group.
This engagement has ultimately 
led to a decision to proceed 
with the amalgamation. 
This decision was reached  
following a deep business 
analysis supplemented by  
numerous meetings and site 
visits between Directors and 
Management of both Clubs to 
ensure that the amalgamation 
would be of mutual benefit.



COOTAMUNDRA
a market 
overview



The Cootamundra-Gundagai Regional Council 
area is located in the South-West Slopes and 
Riverina Regions of New South Wales, about 
390 kilometres south-west of the Sydney CBD, 
and about 95 kilometres north-west of the 
Canberra CBD. 

COOTAMUNDRA



A Snapshot of the 
Cootamundra Gundagai LGA

11,2255 

(ABS ERP 2020) 
Population 

4,381 people employed 

60% full-time 

38% part-time

Workforce 

3982 sq kms
Region 

Land Area 

Agriculture 

Healthcare Social assistance 

Forestry and Fishing 
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Notable People
• Sir Donald Bradman AC –Australia’s greatest international cricketer 

was born in Cootamundra in 1908

• Les Boyd– professional Rugby League Player, represented Australia 
and NSW

• Bob Holder 91 oldest Rodeo competitor on the circuit 

• Philip Lowe– Former Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia grew 
up in Cootamundra after moving there aged 5.

• Isaac Smith – professional AFL footballer

• Paul Field - a RL footballer who played in the 1980s. one of only 
three players to be selected straight from a country club to play for 
the Blues in State of Origin.



Demographics
within 15k 
radius of 
Cootamundra
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SNAPSHOT: 
• Club sits on approximately 120 acres
• Has 12 Gaming Licences
• The Club has acres of non-core 

property that can be sold. The 
proceeds of which can go to re-
investment in the Cootamundra 
Country Club.

Cootamundra Country Club Ltd 
Established in 1895, it is the oldest golf club in NSW. 
The club offers sporting facilities for golf, bowls and croquet, as well as social 
activities including Bridge, Bingo, TAB, 12 poker machines, Bistro and  Bar.

https://vimeo.com/941062853?share=copy

https://vimeo.com/941062853?share=copy


CCC + WLG Amalgamation
Critical considerations

CCC approached WLG directly to 
explore the option of 

amalgamation in 2023. Their aim 
was to secure their future by 

partnering with a group that has 
size, skills and experience

WLG strong reputation in  
partnering with clubs that need 
help to take their club to a new 
level, was instrumental in that 

decision to approach.

CCC operate in a market with 
limited quality competition. 

Australian Meat Group (AMG) to do 
a $300m upgrade of the 

Cootamundra site. In 2025 more 
than 1000 new jobs will result. 

An 18-hole golf course that is fully 
irrigated with state-of-the-art 

technology. 3 greens, 1 bowls, 1 
croquet and the other used as 
family space/ kid’s playground, 

outdoor tables etc.

Club own 120 acres of land, 
Includes golf course, greens, club 
house etc. 6.2 acres which runs 

along both roads is owned. Zoned 
residential, potential to subdivide 

into high return  housing sites.

Value of the site as it stands today 
is approximately $4.1m on current 

land zoning etc. The clubs’ total 
debts and liabilities sit at 
approximately $500,000.

Cootamundra has limited 
competition, a growing 
population and positive 

economic indicators.    
Combining these positive 

factors with a proven model  
of pro-active WLG 

community engagement, all 
points to a highly successful 

amalgamation.



Importantly

WLG has determined that it will spend a 
minimum of 

$2 million in renovations and 
improvements on the Club within the 

first 3 years - post amalgamation



Competitive landscape 



The Market

Cootamundra Ex-Services Club offers 
Bars, Bowling facilities, Social activities, 
42 Gaming machines, Bistro. Biggest 
establishment in town. 



The Market

CENTRAL HOTEL:
Positioned as a family pub, the pub features 8 beers on tap, in addition to a wide 
variety of bottled beer and spirits. Full TAB features digital form screens, two 
terminals at the bar in addition to a self-serve betting terminal, Live sport 
features on plentiful screens. The Pub also featured a massive, covered beer 
garden that can cater to private functions, being equipped with its own bar with 
up to 4 beers on tap and a fridge for other drinks.
15 Gaming machines



The Market

The Family Hotel provides cheap and cheerful pub grub, seven days a 
week. It apparently attracts a younger’ crowd during the evenings but 
was targeting families with food during the other day parts
Family Hotel is currently up for sale. 
The mainstay of its custom appears to be a small loyal band of tradies 
hence it fails to attract any real “family” trade anymore. 



The Market

The Albion Hotel. An old pub that recently had a very significant 
rebuild. Primary income through food, accommodation and live 
entertainment. No poker machines, has a modern TAB and a 
very large covered outdoor area.
 



In summary

• After the extensive and thorough amalgamation review process, it has 
been concluded by both parties that it should proceed further:

• Proposed with confidence that the $2million into extensive renovation in the venue will 
provide significant ROI 

• An MOU has now been signed by both parties. 

• Agreement to proceed with lodgement of application will occur at the first opportunity.

• Work will continue pending approval in order to make the transition for CCC into WLG as 
smooth as possible.
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